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Escape the crowds and experience the holiday of a 
lifetime at the Siwa Safari Gardens Hotel

info@siwagardens.com
For information and reservations:

Siwa Safari 
Gardens Hotel

Siwa Oasis
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Among the highlights of a stay in Siwa:
a tranquil unhurried environment•	
sunset across the salt lake or the great •	
dunes that surround the oasis
4 wheel drive safari to the hot spring and •	
the cold lake in the desert
overnight camping under the starlit Sahara •	
skies
day trip to the Bedouin village of Gar•	
tour of the ancient sites •	
visit to the local market and the Siwa •	
House
a summer sandbath to ease those aches and •	
pains
bicycles for hire•	

Escape the crowds and experience the 
holiday of a lifetime at the Siwa Safari Gardens 
Hotel in far-off Siwa Oasis. Set in the historic 
palm gardens at the centre of the oasis, this 
exclusive hotel is designed in traditional style, 
blending the calm simplicity of the past with 
the relaxing comfort of the modern. 

SSiwa Safari Gardens is an oasis of calm inside 
an ancient oasis. We guarantee you will return to 
the crowds refreshed and relaxed.

Siwa Safari Gardens Hotel, 
Ayn Al Arais St.,  

Siwa Oasis, Egypt



SSiwa Safari Gardens 
comprises just 28 rooms, 
most of which are set 
around a pool formed from 
a natural spring. Each room 
is furnished in relaxing tones, 
designed to ensure you relax 
completely.

Siwa Safari Gardens
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TThe beautiful domed 
restaurant serves Egyptian 
and European cuisine, 
and features a cosy log fire 
for winter nights, and a 
delightful tea garden for 
warm spring evenings.

SSiwa is the northernmost of Egypt’s five major 
oases of the famous Western Desert. 800 km from 
Cairo, 300 km south of the Mediterranean coast, 
Siwa offers the discerning traveller a unique 
experience. Among its ancient sites, legend tells 
that the Temple of Amoun housed an oracle, 
visited by Alexander the Great.
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For centuries Siwa has been the home of a 
Berber community, a trading post for Bedouin 
and a stopping place for pilgrims on the long 
trek across North Africa to Arabia. In the 
20th century Siwa was well known to the long 
range desert patrols of the German and British 
armies as they fought for supremacy of Egypt’s 
sands. 

Siwa is the northern gateway to the Great 
Sand Sea of the Sahara Desert, and the first 
staging post of desert safaris that extend south 
as far as the great Gilf on the border with 
Sudan.


